660 Farmers Attended Farmers Party at the Bogor Agricultural University

Bogor Agricultural University IPB, in cooperation with Kodam (Military Commander) III/ Siliwangi, and West Java Provincial Government, held a big event the Indonesian Young Farmers' Party (Pestani) in Dramaga Campus, on 6 - 9 April 2011. Participants of the event were young men of productive age (18-45) from West Java and Banten. They were recruited through a selection system by the team of Kodam Siliwangin JAWA BARAT.

In the Pestani, those young farmers learned the insight, motivation and how to love of the agricultural sector by providing the necessary theoretical and practical foundation / basis for further development and implementation of farmers' business. Those material were repackaged into thematic workshops with 21 topics, fieldtrip to 7 locations outside the campus IPB, group dynamics and Follow-Up Actions.